OUTDOOR

Outdoor events
Outdoor events favour outdoor dining. Create an outdoor
bar for your catering company and provide a comfortable
place for those waiting for their meal.

Whirlwind A1
Sign with a base that provides stability when filled with water.
The two-sided snap frame guarantees a quick change of message
during the day.

Zoom Tent

Material :

Aluminium, steel, plastic base, PVC sheet cover

Graphic area :

Double-sided

Base capacity :

25 l

Graphic attachment :

Snap rail

Wind resistance :

13-18 mph / 20-28 km/h

Whirlwind A1

UB207

1165 (h) x 780 (w) x 500 (d) mm

A tent is protection from the sun, rain and wind.
It is also a place where you can create a buffet with storage.
Individually printed graphics will make this point not only
well branded, but also visible from all sides.
Material :

Aluminium frame, plastic joins

Graphic area :

Double-sided (wall, half wall) / single-sided (canopy)

Graphic colours :

White - Black - Blue - Red (standard) / Full Graphic (optional)

Graphic attachment :

Hook and loop / Pocket (half wall)

Wind resistance :

13-18 mph / 20-28 km/h

Ground fixing :

Pegs and ropes (included)

Bag :

Wheeled Standard

Zoom Tent Frame 3x6

ZT36-XAF

3160 (h) x 5800 (w) x 2920 (d) mm

Accessories :
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8kg weight

ZT-BASE

2-3m half wall
mounting bar

ZT33-MTB

Zoom Tent connector

ZT-TJC

because it’s not just the indoors that matters

Foam Cube
Give those waiting for their order a comfortable place to sit.
Customised foam cube with graphics will spread your logo
and provide a bit of a break during an outdoor event.
Material:

Foam

Graphic:

Textile

Graphic attachment:

Zip system

Foam Cube 40 cm

FC40

40 (h) x 40 (w) mm

Foam Cube 50 cm

FC50

50 (h) x 50 (w) mm

Outdoor identification
Direct visitors to the car park and the relevant entrance.
Set up flags with your company, event or training logo.
Lightweight and easy to transport signpost with neutral
graphics will be useful at any event.

Zoom+ Flags
With a wide choice of heights, graphic shapes and
bases, these flags will work anywhere and for any occasion.
You can place them on the pavement, lawn, beach, in the
forest or indoors.

Stowaway
Quick assembly, interesting shape, 3 sizes to choose from - this
poster is a solution for everyone and for every occasion. Create with
it a road sign, a direction sign or a point during an off-road run.
Material :

Sprung steel pole

Graphic area :

Double-sided

Graphic attachment :

Elasticated pole pocket

Ground fixing :

Four pegs (included)

Extra Large

UF-ZM-EXLA

5600 (h) mm

Large

UF-ZM-LA

4500 (h) mm

Medium

UF-ZM-ME

3400 (h) mm

Small

UF-ZM-SM

2800 (h) mm

Choose the shape for your graphics!
Stowaway 1400 mm

UB736-03A

700 (h) x 1420 (w) x 400/480 (d) mm

Stowaway 1700 mm

UB736-02A

850 (h) x 1720 (w) x 400/480 (d) mm

Stowaway 2000 mm

UB736-01A

1000 (h) x 2020 (w) x 400/480 (d) mm

Ask about the bases available for Zoom+ flags!
Feather

Quill

Crest

Edge
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Bars, pubs and restaurants
Create an outdoor garden where customers can
take a break from the sun or hide from the rain.
Customised graphics will ensure the identification of your
premises.
Ø 34/35

Economy Café Barrier

Demarcate the border of the garden with barriers with
logo of the restaurant and a short information, what is
the specialty of the place. Barriers can also be used to
keep safe distances between customers.
Material :

Stainless steel

Graphic area :

Single / Double-sided

Weight :

7.75 kg (Post and Base)

Graphic attachment :

Looped top rail
Looped bottom rail or spring clips
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Graphic Rail 1000 mm

UB214-1000

1140 (w) mm

Graphic Rail 1500 mm

UB214-1500

1940 (w) mm

Graphic Rail 2000 mm

UB214-2000

2440 (w) mm

Base

UB214B

360 (Ø) mm

Post

UB214P

960 (h) mm

Spring clips (pair)

UB214-SC
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Sunrise Square Parasol
Provide your customers with protection from the
sun and rain, so they can enjoy their meal in peace.
Material :

Powder coated steel

Graphic area :

Single-sided

Opening :

Clamp

Wind resistance :

13-18 mph / 20-28 km/h (with optional cement base)

Sunrise Square Parasol
with 20kg cement base

UU-SB

2040-2740 (h) x 2000 (w) x 2000 (d) mm

Summer gadgets
An open-air cinema or a beach competition can’t do
without gadgets with the logo of the sponsors! Folding deck
chairs and windbreaks will be handy during these events.

Beach Windbreak
Create zones with windbreaks to keep
safe distance during summer cinema.
Order graphics with your sponsor’s logo and ensure
brand visibility.

Folding deck chair
The range includes deck chairs with and without armrests. Individual
graphics can be exchanged, giving you the freedom to change the
logos of your sponsors depending on the event.
Material:

Wood

Graphic:

Textile

Opening:

With screws

Graphic attachment:

Permanently mounted or replaceable

Chair without armrests

not replaceable graphic LEZL-01
replacable graphic LEZL-01/W

Chair with armrests

not replaceable graphic LEZP-01
replacable graphic LEZP-01/W

Material:

Wood

Graphic:

Textile

Ground fixing

4 pegs (included in set)

Graphic attachment:

Stakes slipped into pockets

3 Modules

G-PAR-3

1000 (h) x 3000 (l) mm

4 Modules

G-PAR-4

1000 (h) x 4000 (l) mm

5 Modules

G-PAR-5

1000 (h) x 5000 (l) mm

6 Modules

G-PAR-6

1000 (h) x 6000 (l) mm

7 Modules

G-PAR-8

1000 (h) x 8000 (l) mm
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Sports event
Every competition requires registration and a place for the
judges.Create a mini office with the tent.
A sign placed in front of the tent will help participants to
locate the office, registration or medical point.

Zoom Tent

The tent will protect the event staff from sun, rain
and wind. It is a very good way to create
a small office, registration or medical point.
Thanks to individual graphics, the tent will be visible from any location.

A-sign Board

This double-sided sign will inform passers-by from both sides
what they can expect at a given point. Snap frame
ensures the message can be changed quickly.
Material:

Aluminium, galvanised steel, clear film

Graphic:

Double-sided

Graphic attachment:

Snap frame

A-sign Board A1
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VF204-C

1060 (h) x 638 (w) x 825 (d) mm
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Material :

Aluminium frame, plastic joins

Graphic area :

Double-sided (wall, half wall) / single-sided (canopy)

Graphic colours :

White - Black - Blue - Red (standard) / Full Graphic (optional)

Graphic attachment :

Hook and loop / Pocket (half wall)

Wind resistance :

13-18 mph / 20-28 km/h

Ground fixing :

Pegs and ropes (included)

Bag :

Wheeled Standard

Zoom Tent Frame 3x3

ZT33-XAF

Accessories :
8kg weight

ZT-BASE

2-3m half wall
mounting bar

ZT33-MTB

Zoom Tent connector

ZT-TJC

3160 (h) x 2920 (w) x 2920 (d) mm

Festivals
Give your participants an unforgettable experience! Create
gateways to the festival city that will turn up the atmosphere!

Zoom+ Arch
Monsoon
Create a list of performers, exhibitors and
sponsors, that everyone can read before entering
the event.

Create a gateway to welcome guests arriving at your festival.
Water-filled bases provide stability and individual graphics that are
extremely easy to change for versatility.
Material :

GRP fibre glass pole - chrome steel end caps, plastic hook

Graphic :

Single-sided

Material :

Aluminium tubes (25 mm), plastic connectors

Graphic attachment :

Pole pocket

Graphic area :

Single or double-sided

Wind resistance :

Up to 32 km/h

Graphic attachment :

Eyelets and looped bungee cords

Wind resistance :

18-24 mph / 29-38 km/h

Monsoon 2500 mm

UB707-C

1000 (h) x 2500 (w) x 640 (d) mm

Monsoon 3000 mm

UB711-C

1250 (h) x 3000 (w) x 795 (d) mm

Zoom+ Arch

ZOOM+ARCH

2500/3000 (h) x 4000 (w) mm *

Stackable Water Base

UF-ZMSWB

162.5 (h) x 642 (w) mm

* The height and width may vary depending on the size and shape of the graphic
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Each product can be ordered with individual graphics.
All Outdoor products are weather-resistant.
Find the details in specifications.

Best seller
Use with fabric graphic
1 Year hardware guarantee
Use with PVC graphic
Comes with a bag

